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What a day, wanna know ? - What a night, to 
show - she was innocent , that special touch 

What a day, wanna know ? - what a night 
what a day (oh no) - she's all i ever need in 
love 

A day and night can seem so long - when 
you're lovin' every minute of - what a day, 
what a night, oh no - think about her 9 to 5 
- call her up about a thousand times - i'm 
gonna be... 

Walking with you (oh no), and talking with 
you (oh no) - for a thousand years , across 
a thousand miles - you're my best friend (oh 
no), yeah yeah (oh no) - and laughing with 
you , and crying with you - with a thousand 
tears , to have a thousand smiles 

When yo know , that it's right - and you 
know, for sure - she's the one who's gonna 
love you back 

It's ok, to rely, on me - depend on me - I'll be 
more than what you're looking for 

I wanna run and turn to you - believe in me 
I'll only speak the truth - another day, 
another night (oh no) - 'cause you and me we 
are the same - it's gonna work there's no- 
one else to blame - i'm gonna be 

Walking with you (oh no), and talking with 
you (oh no) - for a thousand years , across 
a thousand miles - you're my best friend (oh 

no), yeah yeah (oh no) - and laughing with 
you , and crying with you - with a thousand 
tears , to have a thousand smiles 

All of the troubles I've past (past) - I've done 
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it for you - for this day when we join 
(comin' at cha..) - and all of the people I've 
known - they know about you - like you said. 
your my half yeah (yeah) - and all of the 
time , that we've spent - lonely at night (lone- 
ly at night) - and all of the promises then, 
the time wasn't right 

But now it's on you... but now its on you ... 
but now it's on you... 

Walking with you (oh no), and talking with 
you (oh no) - for a thousand years , across 
a thousand miles - you're my best friend (oh 
no), yeah yeah (oh no) - and laughing with 
you , and crying with you - with a thousand 
tears , to have a thousand smiles 

Wheter or not we're meant to be - time will 
tell this old story - I'll be walking with you - 
and crying with you (crying with you) - and 
lauging with you (lauging with you) - 
and dying with you (dying with you) - (wait- 
ing) forever...
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